
Students Feedback on Institutional Governance/Faculty Performance: 

1. Alumni Feedback is taken from Alumni for the academic year. The analysis helped the institute 

in development of curriculum for ‘Autonomy’.  

2. Feedback about Faculty is taken from students twice a semester. The various parameters on 

which teaching is assessed are: Communication Skills, Quality of Teaching/ Academic input, 

Subject Knowledge, Content and Method of Delivery, Resourcefulness, Readiness of teacher, 

Accessibility and Availability of Teacher in Campus/ Department. Feedback is signed by the 

Director and conveyed to the faculty by respected Head of the Department. Counseling of faculty 

having feedback count less than 7(out of 10) is carried out by Head of the Department as well as 

by the Director for his/ her improvement.  

3. An Institute level Parent Teacher meeting is conducted once every semester. During the meeting, 

parents are made aware about their wards’ attendance, academic performance for the semester as 

well as about the various learning processes conducted in the institute. During the pandemic 

situation the Parent-teacher meeting was conducted online and the response to the meet was 

overwhelming.  

4. Feedback about Institute is also taken from all students once in a year. This includes the feedback 

about the facilities and the infrastructure of the institute. In year 2019-20 and 2020-21 the classes 

were conducted online and the feedback was modified accordingly. 

5. Various companies visit the campus of the institute for the placement of the students. Based on 

this feedback, Guest lectures, workshops, seminars are organized for students to help them to be 

ready for industry. 

 

Internal Continuous Evaluation System and place: 

Examination Scheme (ES) 

The Examination Scheme shall be based on a yearly bi-semester pattern for both UG and PG 

Programs.  Course contents (syllabi), for the courses, are as recommended by the Board of Subjects 

(BoS) and approved by the Academic Board (AB). The structure and courses taught for UG 

and PG programs are as detailed in the relevant section, in this manual, on Academic Rules 

and Regulations. The same can also be accessed on the college website (www.viit.ac.in). 

Assessment of Academic Performance  

For both UG and PG programs the evaluation of a candidate, for the academic performance in a 

course, shall be based on the performance in In-semester examination (ISE), In-semester 

Continuous evaluation (ICE), Skill Competency examination (SCE) and End Semester 

examinations (ESE).  

http://www.viit.ac.in/


In-semester Examination (ISE): There is one ISE conducted in mid semester, being subjective 

but this year it was conducted in online mode due to pandemic using our owned designed web 

portal called Easy Parkisha.  

.  

Continuous Evaluation (CE): This shall be conducted by the course teacher throughout the 

semester and shall include evaluation of laboratory work, assignments, problem solving, group 

discussion, quiz, seminar, mini-project and other academic tools of evaluation. The course teacher 

shall announce the detailed methodology, for conducting the various segments of CE together with 

their weightages, at the beginning of the semester. 

Skill Competency Examination (SCE): It comprises of mini-projects, seminars, Simulations and  

model demonstrations to understand technical skills and presentations for soft skills.  

End Semester Examination (ESE): It is conducted at the end of semester, being subjective but 

this year it was conducted in online mode due to pandemic using our owned designed web portal  

called Easy Parkisha.  

Monitoring of Evaluation  

ICE and SCE shall be conducted by the course teacher and monitored by the Head of department. 

ISE and ESE shall be conducted by the Examination Section and monitored by Controller of  

Examination. 

Rules of Passing  

PR-1: To earn credits for a course (Theory/practical/oral/seminar/project/internship), the 

candidate must pass the course with minimum passing marks/grade (≥ 40% / > F Grade).  

PR-2: The candidate failing in the subject shall appear for the reexamination of ESE for 60 marks. 

 

 


